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Abstract. Using the Internet as the medium for transporting sensitive business data poses risks to companies. Before conducting business electronically, a company should take preventive measures against data manipulations and possible data misuse. One initial step could be obtaining certainty about the true identity of a potential business partner responding to a request or tender. In this paper we report on the development of a concept for identity management to introduce trust for electronic negotiations. We describe the character of electronic negotiations and give an example for a possible use-case scenario of our concept. For this we choose the most complex type of negotiations in the business domain, which are interactive bilateral multiattributive negotiations. Based on a general application architecture for such negotiations developed in a research project, we show the necessity of security provisions and introduce a security concept for identity management. We argue that the development of authentication and authorization services for the identity management of business partners involved in a negotiation are not only crucial but also an enhancement for electronic marketplaces.

1 Introduction

Electronic negotiations are of increasing importance in today’s e-business applications, especially since integration is becoming a major consideration in the forming of business processes. For achieving effective procurement and supply chain management, seamless integration in processing complex transactions is required [1]. Supply chain decisions within in organizations depend on the results of negotiations with the potential partners of a transaction. Supporting these negotiations electronically, and supplying their integration with internal applications, allows major progress in internal and external business process integration as well as decision support and the facilitation of supply chain management. Consequently the nature of electronic negotiation applications has become strongly inter-organizational. Negotiations and contracts form the economic links between organizations as elements of the information chain emerging during the process. Next
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to research-oriented aspects business application requirements have become relevant. The interface nature of electronic negotiations implies social and legal, but also organizational (business processes and documents) and technical (application integration) aspects [2]. Research and application development has already been done in this area, often focusing on auctions and tenders. But whereas in the 1990s electronic negotiations have largely been a domain of stand-alone applications, today, also with focus on EDI and supply chain transactions, their inter-organizational aspects become prevailing [3–6].

True integration between organizations and their applications requires seamless electronic data exchange in order to enable the exploitation of process optimization and the resulting competitive advantages. But due to the inter-organizational character of electronic negotiations in the business domain combined with the use of the Internet, organizations are becoming more exposed to malicious acts than in pre-electronic times. Consequently, a simple adoption of negotiation processes to the Internet is subject to manipulation and data misuse. Numerous security issues can arise. Addressing these issues is prerequisite for electronic negotiations. In this paper we focus on one specific security service, which is identity management.

In section 2 we explain the concept of electronic negotiations focusing on the B2B domain. A negotiation may be conducted in form of an auction, tender, exchange or bilateral considering either one or several attributes at the same time. As an example of the most complex type of negotiations we describe interactive bilateral multiattributive negotiations, as those are the most common [7]. We then discuss an application architecture for this type of negotiations and introduce and analyze the main security aspects within this context, concentrating on identity management. Based on our analysis, we develop a concept for this security service. It provides authentication of the business partners involved in a negotiation and access control through authorization. Furthermore, we show how security related information can also be used to support the implementation of business policies. We conclude with related work.

2 Electronic Negotiations

2.1 Negotiations in the course of a market transaction

For all types of business, markets and marketplaces provide information to the trading partners, enable establishing of binding agreements and execution of the agreed [8].

Traditional and electronic markets show various similarities. Conceptually an electronic market is an application based on electronic communication services that supports the market coordination of economic activities. It is an inter-organizational application system and supports at least one phase of a market transaction. In those virtual markets, market partners can perform either parts of transactions or complete transactions electronically. The full cycle of a market transaction can be best described with a model including the following phases [9] as depicted in figure 1:

Information phase, where the relevant information concerning products, market partners etc. is gathered
Intention phase, where offers concerning supply and demand are submitted by the market partners

Agreement phase, where the terms and conditions of the transaction are specified and the contract is closed

Execution phase, where the agreed-upon contract is operationally executed

Service phase, where support, maintenance and customer services etc. are delivered.

A negotiation can be defined as a decision-making process by at least two parties. It is performed until an agreement is reached or the process is terminated without reaching an agreement by one or all the partners involved. Its basis is the interactive exchange of information in form of issuing and adjusting offers back and forth to specify the contract particulars. Usually the objective of this process is to reach consent and establish a legally binding contract between the parties concerned, which defines all agreed-upon terms and conditions next to regulations in case of failure of their fulfillment as well as any further possible details [9]. The number of parties involved in this process and its temporal and logical conditions varies depending on the type of negotiation taking place. It may be initiated between the trading partners directly or through the intermediation of an electronic marketplace, which is one out of several possible realizations of electronic markets in general.

During an electronic market transaction an ad-hoc information chain is formed between the market partners. This information chain may be looked at as a temporary network, that is built dynamically and lasts until the transaction is terminated [10, 11]. Within such a dynamic business web, the applications supporting the information and intention phases can be hosted by an electronic marketplace. Components concerning the execution and service phases can be found with the partners’ internal (ERP-) applications. The processes during the agreement phase are handled by an independent application. This application is the decentralized integration point, where all data services are dynamically joined together (figure 1).

### 2.2 An Application Architecture for Multi-Attributive Negotiations

In the MultiNeg Project [12] an electronic negotiation support system for bilateral, multi-attributive negotiations has been developed. The key objectives for the development have been the design of an architecture suitable for different industries, company sizes and products and a communication interface design that allows the integration of inter-organizational with intra-organizational applications. The functionalities are conceptualized for usage in a decentralized deployment and are based on open standards. Thus they allow the seamless electronic integration of internal and external business processes.

The architecture has three application layers, which are the Business Object Framework...
Layer providing the metastructure for negotiating, the Negotiation Layer and the Communication Layer. Each layer is represented by a major component in the application architecture (figure 2):

**Business Object Framework Layer** supports the management of the application’s business object framework containing the specific object and document structures.

**Negotiation Layer** supports the process flow of interactive, bilateral multi-attribute electronic negotiations.

**Communication Layer** supplies the communication functions required by the other two layers. It handles incoming and outgoing messages and provides authentication and encryption functionality. It also supplies workflow functionality to manage the negotiation process flow with internal or external, human or electronic agents.

### 3 Security Aspects and Requirements

Due to its availability and flexibility, the Internet is used as the communication platform for dynamic business webs as described above. However, this design decision has undesirable side-effects, since the Internet is an open and anonymous network, security issues can arise. These issues can be attacks such as masquerading, or spying out confidential data etc. These threats strike at the very foundation of all transactions, which is trust. Trust is of vital importance for all communities, since it builds the basis for any kind of interaction [13]. Non-existence of any security measures leads to a lack of trust which will significantly impede the widespread acceptance of any e-business application. Therefore we introduce security services for the given dynamic business web:
Authentication: In general authentication can be classified according to the purpose desired. Either mechanisms to prove or verify the authenticity of a claimed identity (entity authentication) or the authenticity of a message (message origin authentication) are needed. In the following our understanding of authentication will always be in the sense of entity authentication. The aspect of authentication is crucial in dynamic business webs, since they tend to involve much less stable business relationships. Business partners do not necessarily know each other before starting business conduction. Therefore they need reliable authentication services to build up trust, which is key to concluding business transactions.

Authorization: This means the granting of rights, which includes access based on access rights. For instance, the access to product inventories of the parties involved in a negotiation within the application should be controlled.

Data confidentiality: All messages exchanged between business partners in the course of transaction should be private. It should not be possible for an unauthorized third party to eavesdrop on negotiation details.

Non-repudiation: The purpose of the non-repudiation service is to provide evidence of a particular event or action. Non-repudiation is essential for e-business applications. Without it business partners can later deny any involvement in concluded negotiations.

In this paper we address authentication and authorization services and develop an identity management framework.

4 Communication Services

To enable full electronic business conduction the applications used by all parties involved in an electronic transaction need to be coupled. The internal systems and applications such as ERP-systems of buyer, seller, electronic marketplace and negotiation system can form an integrated, but still flexible information chain. Consequently in MultiNeg we developed several web services in order to build up information chains in a flexible manner.

4.1 Description of the Services

The developed service components may be coupled with electronic marketplaces, but may also be used stand-alone. They can provide a faster process flow and at the same time also increase the quality of the exchanged information. To achieve this goal the close integration of the negotiation system into the information chain coming into being is mandatory. For designing such communication services the security aspects as described above need to be taken into account besides the consideration of handling the variety of existing syntaxes and semantics.

By combining web service technology with the principles of decentralized, distributed processing, the application components can be dynamically coupled each time individually precisely as needed for performing all business transactions possible. Within the so created information chain transactions can be executed by application components
especially combined for each phase. The components are distributed among the parties involved. Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture of an evolving dynamic business web. A certification authority (CA) has to guarantee the authenticity of public keys within the presented scenario. For this purpose it issues digital certificates for business partners, the marketplace and the negotiation system. These certificates are trusted by all parties concerned. Possessing a digital certificate is optional for business partners. However, not to have a certificate may cause implications regarding business processes. These implications will be detailed later.

Business transactions are initialized on the electronic marketplace and are transferred to the independent negotiation system through web service interfaces. Within the project various web services have been conceptually developed and prototypes are operational for the integration of an electronic market in general, the negotiation system and the internal systems of the partners.

These web services enable a consistent, syntactic and semantic inter-operational data exchange from the initialization of the negotiation to the frequent information update until the final transmission of the signed contract document. The services are [9]:

**Init Negotiation Service**: It transfers the data for the initializing of a negotiation to the negotiation application.

**Inventory Visibility Service**: Through this service product descriptions can be enhanced with up-to-date inventory stock information.

**Tunnel Inventory Visibility Service**: This tunnel service has two functions in the integration scenario. It communicates with the inventory visibility service of the supplier via the marketplace. At the same time it aggregates the inventory stock data for
transmission to the negotiation system. Assuming several suppliers offering such inventory services, this visibility service is able to combine the web services of all suppliers aggregated into one front-end information.

**Catalogue Update Service:** This service provides the updating process of a catalogue. Using the product identification numbers the marketplace’s backend generates an up-to-date catalogue extract and transmits it to the negotiation systems.

**Contract Transmission Service:** The transaction information of a successfully concluded negotiation is supplied by the negotiation system to the partner’s internal systems through this service.

4.2 Identity Management

The core task of identity management is to answer the question "who can do what when". This simple question depicts the two core tasks of identity management, namely authentication and authorization.

Due to the lack of physical contact in online environments, such as dynamic business webs as described above, there exists an inherent uncertainty which may hamper business transactions. One sound approach to overcome this shortcoming would be the introduction of an intermediary. An intermediary is a third party who facilitates a deal between two other parties by providing certain services. There are good reasons for having intermediaries, c.f. [14]. For instance, intermediaries may offer value added services, such as aggregation, matching, facilitation, and also trust establishment. The latter service is often carried out by a so-called "trusted third party". The term trusted third party is used to describe a security authority or its agent, trusted by other entities with respect to security-related activities. Since business partners have to trust the marketplace, the marketplace itself is a perfect candidate for acting as a trusted third party offering authentication services.

The first step is the authentication process[15]. In our scenario the marketplace supports two authentication mechanisms:

- **weak authentication schema**, such as Login/Passwords. The reason for supporting weak authentication schemes is to lower the barrier for entering the marketplace.
- **strong authentication schema**, such as challenge-response identification based on digital certificates. By doing so the marketplace asserts the validity of the certificated issued by the CA.

Both authentication schemes can be realized using the Transport Layer Security technologies(TLS/SSL), which is the only current ubiquitous cryptographic infrastructure [16]. In our scenario server, i.e. the marketplace, authentication is compulsory, whereas client, i.e. company A, authentication is required only in case of strong authentication needs.

After a successful authentication the marketplace issues an assertion for company A. An assertion conveys information about authentication acts performed by different parties. The assertions in our scenario are issued by the marketplace and contain detailed information about the authentication process, e.g. time and schema. Furthermore they are digitally signed by their issuer.
Company A can use the assertion to prove its identity to company B. The latter has two options to verify the integrity and the authenticity of the assertion. It can verify the attached signature itself or forward the assertion to the issuer, who is here the marketplace. The choice between these options may depend on the specific circumstances of a particular business scenario.

In contrast to authentication services, authorization services have to be decentralized, since each (business) party is the only one able to grant access to its own resources. As a consequence, there is no single policy decision point. We detail a possible authorization scenario with help of examples. We focus on the Init Negotiation Service and the Tunnel Inventory Visibility Service.

For sake of better comprehensibility, we assume that company A is interested in negotiating for products offered by company B. The Init Negotiation Service runs on the marketplace and uses the web service interface of the negotiation system to transfer all data necessary for a negotiation. It includes the catalogue data as well as the assertion of company A. The assertion has been issued by the marketplace during the authentication phase, thus it enables company B to find out more about the identity of company A. As described before, the negotiation system can be customized by its users. Companies can exploit this functionality even further and may derive negotiation strategies from assertions. Company A could perhaps define different classes of negotiation partners. The specific class depends on both the authentication schema stated in the assertion and the experiences gained in past negotiations. Consequently, the class of a business partner reflects the level of trust extended towards that partner. It may influence specific negotiation settings like payment conditions or special price offers. In case company B just uses login/password to authenticate itself towards the marketplace, company A could have defined the policy of not accepting payment by invoice after delivery.

The Tunnel Inventory Visibility Service described above offers authorization in addition to aggregation and anonymity services. This is achieved through setting up policy decision points in order to define access rules for different negotiation partners or types of partners.

Again we consider the scenario where company A and company B are involved in a negotiation. We assume that company B wants to add some new items into the ongoing negotiation. For this purpose it makes use of the Tunnel Inventory Visibility Service, which expects to get company B’s assertion. Access to sensitive information, such as price and availability of goods, can be controlled on the basis of that assertion. For example, in consequence company A could set up individual catalogues for its business partners.

5 Related work

Research in the field of support for electronic negotiations concentrates around the implementation of negotiations protocols [5, 17], application of agents [18, 19] or the communication flow [20]. Even though the need for security has been part of recent conceptual design discussions [21, 22], present designs require enhancements for the provision of user authentication beyond password control [21, 23] in order to grant successful implementation of an identity management concept.
There has been some remarkable industrial effort in the field of identity management aiming at developing standards for single sign-on mechanisms for the Internet. The most known among them is Liberty Alliance [24]. Although the architecture developed by Liberty Alliance is sophisticated, it is not suitable for B2B scenarios, since it mainly focuses on providing single sign-on mechanisms [25] for B2C scenarios.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a web-based system, offering different services for enabling electronic negotiations for business partners. Our approach is integrative and flexible due to its modularity. Each component can be used either stand-alone or in conjunction with other components. In order to increase the creation of dynamic business webs, it offers both the possibility to use standard services and the possibility to customize them. These possibilities allow business partners to adjust parameters according to specific needs. Especially flexible are the security services, where involved parties can decide themselves how much security they need. Within the security context we focused on identity management for different services. For that purpose we developed an approach which is centralized regarding authentication and decentralized concerning authorization. Business partners want to rely on existing authentication services offered by a trustworthy party, which could be a marketplace. In our approach we support different authentication schemes. Selection and acceptance of the proper authentication schema is up to the business partners. For authorization, which is based on authentication, we concluded that only a decentralized solution can meet the needs of business partners. They are responsible for setting up access control rules themselves. For that purpose respective the services are configurable by their users.
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